
No  Date - Setting  Here! 
 

Please see further 2019  COMMENTARY  on the chart below.  It’s included on the next page. 

Addressing  End-Time  Chronological  Fine-Hairs  …   A  proposal  for your prayerful and exegetical consideration: 

                       Abbreviations defined 

   TA      =    Taking Away (of the regular sacrifice)                  

   AoD     =    Abomination of Desolation        

   WAtS    =    War Against the Saints                   

   GT      =    Great Tribulation                               

 

TA                                                      AoD                 |                                 |                        | 

  |     --------------------     1,290 days     --------------------     |     -----     GT     -----     |   Astronomical   The Son of   The Final Trumpet   The 2nd 

                                                                                                         Signs     Man Sign  Rapture Gathering           Advent 

  |     -----------------------------------     1,335 days     -----------------------------------     | 

                                                                                GT 

       Temple Project Era          cut 

             short 

  |     --------------------     1,290 days     --------------------     |     -----     GT     -----     |    

 

  |  --  ??  days  --  |  -----------------------   3½ – year  WAtS   -------------------------  | 

 

Using  360 days  as the value for  1 year,  the  WAtS  would begin  75 days  AFTER the TA.  

  |  --  75  days  --  |  -----------------------   3½ – year  WAtS   -------------------------  | 

 

An explanation of the above:   Once the Taking Away of the daily sacrifices takes place, the Temple Project will move forward.  Approximately 75 days after the  

regular sacrifices discontinue, there will be heightened tribulation against God’s people – including both Old and New Covenant people groups.  The Bible calls 

this time, the war against the saints.  At the setting up of the Abomination of Desolation, great tribulation will then unfold, but only for a short time.  God will cut 

short the great tribulation period, closing the  3½ – year  war against the saints.  Then, astronomical signs will begin the closing years before Christ’s  2nd Advent. 

 

Points of emphasis: 

   1.  The “war against the Saints” begins approximately 75 

  days AFTER the Taking Away of the regular sacrifice. 

   2.  The  Final Trumpet Rapture Gathering  end-time view 

  does  NOT  date set.  This view honors the end-time 

  Counsel of Jesus Christ, namely, no one knows the 

  day or the hour of the Lord’s return. 
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CB3D;19  [ Commentary Blog initially posted at this link:  http://www.truthfoundations.org/home/archived2019commentary.html ; scroll down to CB3D;19) ] 
 
  Scripture Interpreting Scripture  (Part 4) ; Addressing End-Time Chronological  Fine Hairs  
 
  Question:    Does the charted time line linked immediately above  evidence  this  faulty charge:   
     "Endurance Ministries  date sets  in violation of Bible data" ? 
 
  Answer:    No, because the  "date-setting"  issue is tied to the  Lord's return.  The "date-setting" prohibition 
     does  NOT  mean we cannot make observation details about  the war against the Saints  and   
                    other end-time events. 
 
    "But of that day and hour no one knows, not even the angels of 
       heaven, but My Father only."  (Jesus speaking ; Mt. 24:36 ; NKJV) 
    
  As a result of the above, we make this claim: 
 
  The  Final Trumpet Rapture Gathering  end-time view never  date sets  regarding the Second Coming. 
 
   ~  It doesn't date set RE:  the initial appearing of Christ  in Mt. 24:30 and Rev. 6:14-17  because   
             we don't know how much time takes place as the heavenly signs blaze. 
             (see Mt. 24:29 & Rev. 6:12, 13) 
 
   ~  It doesn't date set RE:  the final trumpet rapture gathering  in Mt. 24:31 and Rev. 11:15 & 14:14-16  because   
             we don't know the duration of the 6th Trumpet era.  Rev. 10:5-7 does not cite the exact  
             "day or hour" ;  the "then" of Rev. 11:15 is not specifically defined. 
 
   ~  It doesn't date set RE:  the 2nd Advent of Christ to the earth  in Mt. 25:31 and Rev. 19  because   
             we don't know how long it takes the armies (of Rev. 16:14) to gather for the  
            Rev. 19 battle event when our Lord accomplishes a great victory over them 
        through His simple - but  powerful - Word! 
 
  It's amazing how clear God has been regarding  end-time  details. 
  His Word is Truth and will come to pass as He has declared. 
 
  Please use our Bible reading schedules for crucial  end-time  reading today. 
 
  The chart on the front page helps visualize the above article. 
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